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HELLO ALL:
ALBERTA MPs ISSUE THE 'BUFFALO DECLARATION' DEMANDING
OTTAWA RECOGNIZE ALBERTA'S WORTH!
Four federal Conservative MPs from Alberta issued the Buﬀalo Declaration
Read it here on Thursday, February 21, 2020 warning against the rising
threat of western alienation and separatism and calling for clear eﬀorts from
Ottawa that they say would constitute a “concerted eﬀort to repair our

Ottawa that they say would constitute a “concerted eﬀort to repair our
national bonds".
Saying “Canada is in crisis”, four Alberta MPs: Michelle Rempel Garner
(Calgary Nose Hill), Blake Richards (Banﬀ-Airdrie), Glen Motz (Medicine
Hat-Cardston-Warner) and Arnold Vierson (Peace River) released their
manifesto to the Western Standard on Thursday afternoon.
The Buﬀalo Declaration has some echoes of the so-called “firewall letter,”
the Alberta agenda published in the National Post in January 2001, in that it
identified structural imbalances in the country that Albertans believe
perennially shortchange the province’s interests.
The declaration outlines a long list of complaints that stretch back before
Alberta became a province in 1905 and also includes the National Energy
Program in the 1980s, the equalization system, carbon taxes and, more
recently, the continuing rail blockades linked to a B.C. natural gas pipeline.
The document argues that Alberta and Saskatchewan were treated like
colonies when they became provinces and have since contributed a
disproportionate amount of wealth to Ottawa, while its resource industry
has been held back.
It says the *province is underrepresented in Parliament, the federal civil
service and the media. The document includes more than a dozen
proposals, including constitutional changes to “balance representation” in
Parliament, such as through an overhaul of the Senate, the repeal of
environmental legislation such as C-69, expanded free trade between
provinces; the creation of a national energy corridor and changes to the
equalization formula.
In Calgary and beyond, many Albertans feel betrayed by a federal
government seen only as the bearer of more bad news. Trudeau’s long refusal
to act on the illegal rail blockades, which already aﬀect thousands of
Canadians, gave the rest of the country a taste of the immense frustration
Albertans feel.
On Friday, Trudeau finally echoed what many Canadians have been saying for
two weeks — the illegal blockades must come down. “Canadians who are

two weeks — the illegal blockades must come down. “Canadians who are
feeling the very real impact of these blockades are running out of patience,”
he said.
Mild words from a prime minister with so little respect that he couldn’t even
get a meeting with the First Nations leaders who support the blockades.
And just moments ago, Teck Frontier announced that it was formally
withdrawing its regulatory application for the Frontier oil sands project
from the federal environmental assessment process. Read letter here
Teck's President and CEO Don Lindsay stated: "However, global capital
markets are changing rapidly and investors and customers are increasingly
looking for jurisdictions to have a framework in place that reconciles
resource development and climate change, in order to produce the cleanest
possible products. This does not yet exist here today and, unfortunately,
the growing debate around this issue has placed Frontier and our company
squarely at the nexus of much broader issues that need to be resolved. In that
context, it is now evident that there is no constructive path forward for
the project. Questions about the societal implications of energy development,
climate change and Indigenous rights are critically important ones for
Canada, its provinces and Indigenous governments to work through."
Yes, some people will think the Buﬀalo Declaration is ridiculous. But it
looks tame to many folks around here.
National Post article: Click here
Globe & Mail article: Click here
Calgary Herald article: Click here
Western Standard article: Click here
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: Yep my friends, enough is enough........the government
needs to either resolve this mess or step down and face that they no longer
have the intestinal fortitude to govern and the Conservative minority need to
push this to the limit. The people of Canada are discussed with the weak

push this to the limit. The people of Canada are discussed with the weak
kneed and blundering P.M. who prefers to gallivant all over the globe searching
for a seat in the U.N. instead of being here and supporting the people who are
suﬀering from the impact of a few unelected old guys who want to
protest.....so now we have a crisis...I can’t believe the
ignorance and disregard OMG.......these people need to leave from what they
deem to be governing....what a shame.
2. From a Reader: We definitely have a double standard for our laws . This
Country is breaking Down and could easily turn into fighting between the
factions and we all know how we got there. I watched a clip the other day
where a few citizens went to a road block and started clearing the road of tires
and junk placed there by the protestors, never touched anyone and within
minutes a cop was arresting them for tearing down the road block. I would like
to see that cop defend his action to a fair judge.
3. From a Reader (in Ontario): Please stop lumping all Ontarians under one
umbrella. There is the GTA (Greater Toronto Area) and the rest of Ontario. Many
of us are aware of the problems Alberta is facing today, and we stand behind
you. We have had boom, bust periods and watched our manufacturing jobs
disappear. Many of us worried about where the next dollar would come from,
all due to inept governments. We just went through 15 years of Provincial
Liberal misspending and we may never see the light of day. When Alberta
separates, you will be amazed at the influx of people from the East, ones born
and raised in Canada, ones like yourself, totally ticked with the current Federal
government.
4. From a Reader: The teeter totter is the perfect analogy and is fully
institutionalized in the structure of Confederation which, if not radically altered,
will result in the failure of Canada.
5. From a Reader: Your news letter has been my inspiration since receiving it.
The recent comments from your readers are excellent and on track with what
Alberta has going for it and more importantly, the cynical attitude held by the
Laurentian elites and others holding similar uninformed opinions. I recently
read, that in a nine year period, Alberta contributed $28 billion more to CCP
than it received. The article also warned that Alberta leaving the plan would be
devastating for the rest of Canada. We all know that waiting for a equitable
resolution from Ottawa is for fools. The smugness that comes from the
provinces of Quebec, Ontario, the B.C. lower mainland and the rest, is not

provinces of Quebec, Ontario, the B.C. lower mainland and the rest, is not
acceptable. Our provincial leaders know the writing is on the wall, and as was
mentioned by a reader, Mark Carney is our next nightmare in the way of
Alberta’s prosperity. I vote for a singular Alberta apart from the tyranny of leftist
doctrine.
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. CONRAD BLACK: CANADA'S GOVERNMENT HAS ABANDONED ITS
RESPONSIBILITY TO LEAD Click here
2. LES LEYNE: REMARKABLE ORGANIZING PROWNESS FUELS
PROTESTS (THE HIVE) Click here
3. REX MURPHY: THIS IS THE OUTCOME OF JUSTIN TRUDEAU'S
DISASTROUS SLOGANEERING Click here
4. STEPHEN LEDREW: LET'S TALK ABOUT THE PROTESTS, BUT ALSO
TAKE ACTION Click here
5. JACK M. MINTZ: CANADIANS NEED ANOTHER GRAND BARGAIN TO
RESOLVE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT DISPUTES Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com
Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta
If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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